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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to show estimations of computational time complexity of fuzzy approx-
imation method called fuzzy transforms for approximation of continuous function. This technique
was introduced by prof. Perfilieva, I. in [1] or [2]. All estimations of computational complexity are
based on the implementation of mentioned algorithm used in [3] and documented in technical report
[4].
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1 Introduction

The main idea of fuzzy transform approximation technique consists in the replacement of an contin-
uous function on a real closed d-dimensional interval by its discrete representation (using the direct
F-transform). Afterwards, the discrete representation is transformed back to the space of continuous
functions (using the inverse F-transform). The result, obtained by applying both F-transforms is a
good simplified approximation of an original function.

2 Definitions

All following definitions were taken from [5].

2.1 Fuzzy Partition of the Universe

The core idea of the fuzzy transform technique is a fuzzy partition of the universe. Let a fuzzy
partition of [aj , bj ] be given by basic functions Aj

1, . . . ,A
j
nj
⊂∼ [aj , bj ], n > 2 for j = 1, . . . , r. Then

the fuzzy partition of Dr is given by the fuzzy Cartesian product {A1
1, . . . ,A

1
n1}×¯{A2

1, . . . ,A
2
n2}×¯

· · · ×¯ {Ar
1, . . . ,A

r
nr
} w.r.t. the product t-norm of these r fuzzy partitions. If all fuzzy partitions of

particular axes are uniform (with a symmetry) then also the overall fuzzy partition is uniform (with
a symmetry).

2.2 Discrete F-Transform

Suppose that an original function f(x1, . . . , xr) is known (may be computed) only at some nodes.
Let {A1

1, . . . ,A
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1, . . . ,A
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} be a fuzzy partition of Dr and let a

function f : Dr → R be known at nodes (p1
1, . . . , p

r
1), . . . , (p

1
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N ) such that for each (i1, · · · , ir)
where ij = 1, . . . , nj and j = 1, . . . , r, there exists k = 1, . . . , N : A1

i1(p
1
k) · · ·Ar

ir
(pr

k) > 0. We say
that the ν-tuple [Fi1···ir ] of real numbers is the discrete direct F-transform of f w.r.t. the given fuzzy
partition if

Fi1···ir =

PN
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(1)

for each r-tuple i1 · · · ir, where ν = n1 · n2 · · ·nr is count of all fuzzy transform components.

2.3 Inverse Discrete F-Transform

Let F (r)[f ] be the direct F-transform of f ∈ C(Dr) w.r.t. a given fuzzy partition {A1
1, . . . ,A
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(xr) (2)

is called the inverse F-transform of f .
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3 Influence Variables Summarization

Now lets try to summarize meaning of variables which may play role in estimation of computational
complexity:

• r – dimension of the original function domain, or in other words number of input variables.

• n1, . . . , nr – numbers of basic functions in particular dimensions. Lets denote n =

r_
i=1

ni.

• ν = n1 · n2 · · ·nr – the total number of components of fuzzy transform.

• N – count of sample nodes in which the original function is known or simply number of input
data vectors (each of size r + 1). The total size of input is then M = N(r + 1).

4 Algorithms

4.1 Discrete F-Transform

Algorithm of discrete fuzzy transform can be schematically described in the following way:

input : N sample points pi ∈ Dr

output: ν-tuple [Fi1···ir ] of real components

// initialization

setZeros(SfA);
setZeros(SA);

// main loop

foreach input data vector p do
// update value of all affected components

foreach combination A1
i1 , . . .Ar

ir
of basic functions containing p do

// update auxiliary values of corresponding component Fi1···ir

SfA
i1···ir

:= SfA
i1···ir

+ f(p1, . . . , pr)A1
i1(p

1) · · ·Ar
ir

(pr);

SA
i1···ir

:= SA
i1···ir

+ A1
i1(p

1) · · ·Ar
ir

(pr);

end

end

// compute value of all components

foreach component Fi1···ir do

Fi1···ir := SfA
i1···ir

/SA
i1···ir

;

end

Computational complexity of this algorithm can be divided into sum of three parts: initialization,
main loop and finalization. Initialization and finalization parts both have obviously computational
complexity in o(nr), where n =

Wr
i=1 ni. Main loop will be iterated N times and contains nested

loop which will be iterated 2r times and complexity of its body is in o(r). Computational complexity
of Finding the first combination of basic functions A1

i1 , . . .Ar
ir

depends on the type of partitioning.
For uniform partitions it is in o(r), but generally it is in o(r log n). So computational complexity
of main loop is in o(Nr2r) for uniform partitions and generally in o(Nr(2r + log n)). Finally, the
computational complexity of whole algorithm is consequently in o(nr + Nr2r) for uniform partitions
and in o(nr + Nr(2r + log n)) for general partitions.

The last thing we may consider is the fact, that number of basic functions should be much less
than number of sample points, so that nr ¿ N . In this case we can reduce previous estimations to
o(Nr2r) for uniform partitions and o(Nr(2r + log n)) for general partitions.

4.2 Inverse Discrete F-Transform

Algorithm of inverse discrete fuzzy transform can be written in the following way:
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input : point p ∈ Dr

output: value of fF
n1,...,nr

(p1, . . . , pr)

result := 0;
foreach combination A1

i1 , . . .Ar
ir

of basic functions containing p do
result := result + Fi1···irA

1
i1(p

1) · · ·Ar
ir

(pr);
end

Computational complexity of inverse discrete f-transform algorithm consists only from complexity
of one loop which is iterated 2r times likewise as in the previous case. Computational complexity of
Finding the first combination of basic functions A1

i1 , . . .Ar
ir

depends on the type of partitioning as
before. For uniform partitions it is in o(r), but generally it is in o(r log n). Complexity of loop body
is in o(d), so that computational complexity of whole algorithm is in o(r2r) for uniform partitions
and in r(2r + log n) for general type of partitions.

5 Conclusion

It was shown that computational complexity of both direct and inverse fuzzy transforms depends
on chosen type of partitions. When uniform partitions in all dimensions are used, both algorithms
are more effective and their time consumption requirements are in o(Nr2r) for direct and o(r2r) for
inverse f-transform. For general type of partitions the results are o(Nr(2r + log n)) for direct and
r(2r + log n) for inverse f-transform.
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